Abstract: The microvibration generated by some instruments on orbit is considered as a key factor of pointing stability deterioration. Therefore it is important that the influence of the microvibration is estimated before the launch. In this paper the results of the ground tests by using of OICETS MTM and the on orbit measured result by the accelerometer (MVE) installed in OICETS are described. By using these results and an assumption, the transfer characteristics from main disturbance sources to MVE installed in OICETS are calculated. We compare these structural transfer characteristics and confirm the reproducibility of the ground test on orbit and the effectiveness of the ground test.
INTRODUCTION

Micriovibrations in satellite
Satellites have several drive mechanisms inside themselves. They generate some kinds of microvibration on orbit. Among these microvibrations, it is understood that the high frequency disturbance has a predominant influence at the pointing stability level. OICETS (Optical Inter-orbit Communications Engineering Test Satellite: Figure1.1-1) has an optical communication mission with ARTEMIS (Advanced Relay and Technology Mission). High pointing stability is necessary for optical communication on orbit. Therefore, high pointing stability level of OICETS is required. We performed ground tests by using MTM (Mechanical Test Model) of OICETS on February 2000 and evaluated the influence of high frequency disturbance. According to these results, we found that a disturbance by RWs (Reaction Wheel) was the highest disturbance of the disturbance sources. However we confirmed that the influence by RWs vibration was no problem for the acquisition by LUCE. OICETS launched in August, 2005 and the microvibration inside OICETS was measured by MVE (Micro Vibration Equipment: 3-axis accelerometer) which was installed near LUCE (Laser Utilizing Communication Equipment). Refer to Figure1.1-2.
In this paper, first, the ground tests and orbit measurement are described. Second the comparison between the obtained results by using transfer characteristics is described.
Figure1.1-1 OICETS (Copyright JAXA)
Assumption for comparison
On ground test, accelerometer pickups are attached on each instrument (RW, PDM, LUCE gimbal, IRU, CES). We can measure the microvibrations of each instrument and evaluate transfer characteristics from disturbance sources to MVE. But on orbit measurement, microvibration of each instrument can not be measured. We can use only a measurement result by MVE on orbit. Therefore, the microvibration by disturbance sources is not measured on orbit. Then the following assumption is introduced, "On orbit, each instrument generates the same vibration on condition of same operational mode as ground test." By this assumption, the results of the ground test are used as the value that measured on orbit. And, due to apply this assumption to the evaluation more accurately, we use the ground test data which is the same condition of RWs with the orbit measurement condition. (Refer to Figure 2 Transfer characteristic is shown in Figure 1- 
Test configuration on ground test
The test configuration of ground test is shown in Figure2. 1-1. MTM is hung from the ceiling by crane. The disturbance sources in the satellite are mainly assumed that the following five instruments which have moving mechanism.
-RW -PDM -LUCE gimbal -IRU -CES In this test, 3-axis accelerometers are installed on each instrument (shown in Table 2 .1-1). Therefore, microvibration generated by each instrument can be measured directly. These five disturbance sources are individually driven, and the transmission of the disturbance is measured with the accelerometer (MVE) installed in the satellite. Moreover, the disturbance measured when all the disturbance sources are stopped is used for the evaluation of background disturbance level. 
Results of the ground tests
The relation between the vibration by each disturbance source measured by MVE and the vibration in the LUCE installation part shown is Figure 2 .2-1. From this figure the vibration transfer characteristic from MVE to the LUCE installation part can be approximated to linear function. Therefore, on orbit the vibration of LUCE can be estimated by the vibration measured by MVE. The relation between the vibration level of each disturbance sources and the vibration level of the LUCE installation part is shown in Figure 2. (Refer to Figure 2.2-3 ).
An input point of the disturbance of four RW is assumed to be IRU of an equal distance from each RW, and the transfer characteristic from IRU to MVE is shown in Figure 2 . . The reason is that vibration levels of 4 disturbance sources test and no disturbance source (back ground level) test are similar level in a certain frequency. However, vibration disturbance doesn't always influence all frequency area, so it is no problem even if there are some no-plotted areas.
On Orbit Measurement
Measurement Condition on orbit measurement
The measurement condition is shown in Figure 3 .1-1 and Figure 3 . 
Measurement result
The measurement result is shown in Figure 3 .2-1.
Microvibration of each axis is about 10[mG]. During LUCE gimbal drive beginning and end, the microvibration of each axis is larger than the other. The microvibration disturbance level on orbit is overall larger than that of the results on ground tests. 
Transfer characteristic on orbit
On orbit the 3-axis microvibration can be measured by MVE. By the assumption described in paragraph 1.2, the transfer characteristic on orbit is calculated by following expression. It is considered that on orbit some disturbance levels somewhat become larger than true values because the ground test result is smaller than true value by the factor of the atmospheric resistance etc. (In a word, there is a possibility that the calculated gain of transfer characteristic grows more than a true value when the ground test result is used as an input of transfer characteristics) and assumes it is approximately the same in this evaluation. Transfer characteristics calculated by expression (2) are shown in Figure 4 .1-1. It is understood that the ground tests result is near the characteristic on the orbit between 40Hz and 1000Hz of each axis excluding around 200Hz and 500Hz. It is supposed that a disturbance source that cannot be measured by the ground equipment as the crane etc. in the ground test exists. The gain of the vibration disturbance on orbit is larger than that of ground tests. This is caused by the influence of the satellite hanging treatment device and the atmosphere in ground tests. And it is considered that MVE characteristic influences the orbit measurement because the characteristic of MVE itself is more than 150 Hz.
Conclusion
In this paper the transfer characteristics of OICETS on orbit was compared with that of the ground test. As the results, it is confirmed that the frequency transfer characteristics of satellite structure on orbit can be measured in ground condition. And it was confirmed that the gain of transfer characteristics on orbit is larger than the ground tests. A microvibration on orbit can be reproduced as the gain and the frequency by the accuracy of ±40% by the ground in the environment that imitates on the orbit. It is supposed that the Microvibration test on the ground is an effective method to presume the vibration environment inside satellite on the orbit. 
